
Reclaim Payday with 
ELP CrewPay

Discover a payroll system informed by 
you for your current and future needs

Goodbye, 
endless searches

Hello, 
dashboards

Howdy, 
customization

Your payroll data is stored within a 
foundational data warehouse, so 

it's organized and ready whenever 
you need it; automated reports 

based on exactly what you need 
help too, especially with grievances 

or around negotiation time.

Revolutionize how you display all 
your stored info with a fully 

customizable dashboard. Every 
color, line, and graphic display is 

designed for the needs of the 
viewer, and is informed by multiple 

databases, seamlessly. 

Get a payroll system literally
programmed around your specific 

procedures; no matter how 
complex, we'll take the time to learn 
your systems and create software 
to accommodate your exact needs 

and specifications.  

How do we stack up against the competition?

ELPaviation.com info@elpaviation.com 316.239.6080

Designed with you in mind - we take the time and initiative to learn your procedures and contracts inside and out to ensure
we craft solutions and automations that truly serve you and the needs of your payroll department. 

Mobile Crew App - we ease the burden of communication with an app designed for streamlined messaging between crews
and payroll. Crews can view paystubs in advance of the payroll run and confirm accuracy or dispute errors, all without a 
phone call.

 Low, flexible cost structures  - we understand that any changes you make are to save time and money; that's why we're 
willing to work with you and develop not only custom software but a custom payment plan that fits your budget.  

Automation>Manual - nothing saves time and money like taking even the most complex pieces of your pay procedures, 
and automating them (which we can do). Automation ensures efficient and accurate payroll runs (saving you grievance 
payouts), and our software is intuitive enough to take on even the most complicated of pay structures.

Timely implementation - time is money, and that's why CrewPay can be fully integrated into your pay procedures in as little
as 6 months, saving you time, money, and stress. We're along for the ride for every step of implementation, and are always
available for troubleshooting or additional help.  

What-if scenarios - our software helps you plan for myriad futures with its "what-if" capabilities. From hypothetical holiday
pay ramifications to potential contract negotiation outcomes, anticipate pay change outcomes before they happen.  


